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Abstract 

Moving bed heat exchangers are a central element in solar thermal power plants using granular 

heat transfer fluids. Their performance is determined by a complex granular flow field in the 

device. This calls for accurate simulation models forming the basis for novel design tools.  

In this study we propose a discrete element model (DEM) to calculate the dense granular flow 

field around the horizontal tubes of a moving bed heat exchanger.  

The simulation results are compared to measurement data using particle image velocimetry 

(PIV). In the upper part of the tube the model agrees well with the experiment, capturing the 

relevant flow phenomena like the stagnant zone on top of the tube. 

Below the tube, a void area is observed both in the experiment and the simulation. However, the 

PIV analysis of the experimental data doesn’t resolve the void area and the associated flow 

phenomena due to the highly dynamic flow state, the inherent nature of PIV technique and 

additional disturbing effects in the setup. Therefore, the model can’t be validated in the 

corresponding regions. 

Still, the deviations between simulation and experiment are confined to a very narrow region 

directly at the tube surface in the lower part of the tube. In the rest of the flow field, the model 

proves to be a reliable tool for further investigations and will be used in future studies. 

1 Introduction 

Granular materials are still a challenge to physical and mathematical description [1]. They may 

behave like a solid, e.g. like vacuum-packed coffee powder, or similar to a liquid, e.g. like an 

hour glass. This dualistic behavior in combination with other complex phenomena leads to 

challenges regarding a precise prediction of dense granular flows. On the other hand granular 

materials are omnipresent in everyday life and play a crucial role in many industrial processes. 

An application which recently has gained growing attention is to use granular materials, such as 

sand or bauxite proppants, as a heat transfer medium in solar thermal power plants [2]. The 

particles are heated up by concentrated solar irradiance and are stored in a thermally insulated 

tank. Subsequently, in a particle steam generator the thermal energy of the bulk material is used 

to fuel a power plant cycle to generate electricity. A favorable design option of such a particle 

steam generator is a moving bed heat exchanger (MBHE) with horizontally arranged tubes. 

Compared to plates, such a tubular heat exchanger design is advantages regarding the high 

operating pressures of the secondary fluid, occurring in power plant applications. Furthermore, 

MBHE benefit from low parasitic loads as the granular material doesn’t have to be fluidized.   

Heat transfer between granular materials and immersed surfaces has been investigated for 

several decades (e.g. [3] [4] [5] [6]). Several experimental works also exist concerning the heat 

transfer between a moving packed bed and a horizontal tube (cylinder) ( [7] [8] [9] [10] [11]). 

The residence time of the granular material at the heat transferring surface was found to be a 
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key parameter for the heat transfer rate which means that the granular flow field is of major 

importance for the thermal performance. 

The granular flow pattern around horizontally arrange tubes is characterized by a stagnant area 

at the tube vertex and a void area below the tube. It has primarily been investigated 

experimentally [12] [7] [8] [13] but there are only a few works concerning the modelling the 

granular flow [12] [7] [14] [15] in such a geometry. The existing works are either (semi-) 

empirical models [7], aim at relatively rapidly moving flows [14], or do not capture the 

characteristic flow phenomena [12]. Lee et al. [15] applied an FEM model but showed no 

information about the calculated granular flow field at all. 

Granular flows in general can be modelled either as a continuum or as discrete particles. 

Furthermore, different approaches are used depending on the type of granular flow. Continuum 

models for rapidly moving, dilute and collision-dominated flows generally follow the kinetic 

theory of granular fluids (KTGF) [16]. Such models, for example, have been applied to 

fluidized beds [16] [17], chute flows [18] and other rapidly moving systems [14]. Continuum 

models for dense, slow and friction-dominated granular flows most commonly use plasticity 

models [19]. Such models have been used to model the flow in hoppers [20], bunkers and bins 

[21] or in geophysical problems [22]. 

Discrete particle models are per se a more realistic description of the granular material and no 

constitutive models are required. These methods tackle the problem on the micro scale by 

tracking the position and velocity of every single particle in the system. Thus, they provide very 

detailed insight into the granular assembly, however, at the cost of high computational expense. 

Besides the so-called hard sphere models – event-driven methods for dilute flows (e.g. [17]) and 

“contact dynamics” (CD) for quasi-static systems of rigid particles [23] – the discrete element 

method (DEM) has become very popular in the last decades. It has been used to investigate the 

behavior of particulate solids in different fields such as agricultural [24], chemical, 

pharmaceutical [25] [26] and heavy industries [27]. It has also been applied in thermal energy 

storage technology to investigate thermally induced stresses in packed-bed heat storage systems 

[28]. 

In this work we introduce a DEM model and calculate the granular flow in a moving bed heat 

exchanger. To validate the model, the simulation results are compared to measurements using 

particle image velocimetry (PIV). 

2 Experimental setup 

The moving bed heat exchanger test infrastructure used for this study is shown in FIGURE 2 

(left) and has been described in detail in [29]. It basically consists of a storage container for the 

granular material, a particle heat exchanger and a conveyor device. From the storage tank the 

material flows, driven by gravity, through the test section where arbitrary heat exchanger 

geometries can be inserted. The chain conveyor returns the material back from the heat 

exchanger outlet into the storage container. 

The heat exchanger test rig is filled with quartz sand of an average (median) grain size of 

dp50 ≈ 0.6 mm (cf. FIGURE 1). The average flow speed in the free cross-section of the heat 

exchanger is evaluated from the mass flow rate of the tube chain conveyor and the bulk density 

and we obtain uref ≈ 4 mm/s. 



 

FIGURE 1. Grain size distribution of the used quartz sand (Median grain size dp50 ≈ 0.6 mm). 

To allow a visual inspection of the bulk flow, the heat exchanger is replaced by an acrylic glass 

mock-up shown in FIGURE 2 (middle). When operated, the bulk material enters at the top and 

flows around the tubes. 

 

FIGURE 2. Moving bed heat exchanger test rig (left). Heat exchanger mockup (middle). Simulation 

geometry (right). 

We examine the granular flow inside the mockup by means of particle image velocimetry (PIV). 

It is based on the analysis of successive images of the flow. The images are subdivided by a grid 

of stationary control volumes. By detecting recurring patterns and determining their 

displacement in a pair of images the local velocity of the flow can be calculated. Unlike for 

fluids, in granular flows no extra tracer particles are needed as the patterns are formed by the 

grains themselves. A more detailed description of PIV in the context of granular flows can be 

found elsewhere [30] [31].  

Pictures are taken at a rate of 25 Hz through the transparent acrylic glass front of the mockup. 

To reduce temporal fluctuations of the local flow speed we average the results over a sequence 

of 40 pairs of images. The size of the PIV control volumes is Δx = 0.6 mm and Δy = 1.6 mm. 

The size of the control volumes was chosen according to the flow speed to be expected. The 



displacement between two images should be about a quarter of the size of the control volumes 

[32]. As the flow speed in y-direction is higher than in x-direction, Δy is greater than Δx.  

This resolution is very fine compared to conventional PIV analysis using tracer particles and 

requiring 10…25 particles per CV [32]. However, in our case the images are rich in contrast and 

the PIV-algorithm doesn’t necessarily track the particles but rather an optical structure in the 

image. 

3 Numerical model 

We use a discrete particle model to simulate the granular flow in a representative section of the 

heat exchanger mockup. The simulation geometry is given in FIGURE 2  (right). In x-direction 

we use periodic boundary conditions. In z-direction the geometry is 20 particle diameters thick 

and is confined by walls. The specific focus is on the simulation of the flow field close to the 

the acrylic glass front wall as this is the area which is captured by the experiment. Therefore, the 

surface friction between bulk and acrylic glass at the front wall is considered in the model. At 

the rear wall surface friction is set to zero. 

At the bottom of the geometry we set the outlet velocity uref by a moving horizontal plate (face 

normal parallel to y-axis). The plate moves into vertical direction dragging particles down with 

it. Particles are generated at a small distance above the inlet such that the simulation domain is 

always filled with particles. 

The modelling approach we use in this work was first introduced by Cundall and Strack [33] 

and is known in literature as Discrete Element Method (DEM). The method is based on solving 

the Newtonian equations of motion for each particle for translational and rotational motion.  

∑ 𝑭𝑖,𝑘

𝑘

= 𝑚𝑖�̈�𝑖  (1) ∑ 𝑴𝑖,𝑘

𝑘

= 𝐽𝑖�̇�𝑖  (2) 

The acting forces and moments include body forces such as the gravitational force as well as 

external forces and moments which for example may originate from contacts with other 

particles and walls. 

The contact forces are calculated according to the so-called soft sphere model which is based on 

the evaluation of a (virtual) overlap between particles or particles and surfaces. When solving 

the equations of motion, two grains may turn out to overlap due to the finite time step. This 

overlap is interpreted as the elastic deformation which occurs for particles under stress [34]. 

3.1 Contact models 

Several contact models have been developed to translate this elastic deformation into a normal 

interaction force between particles [35]. Here, we use a linear hysteresis model which first has 

been introduced by Walton and Braun [36]. The instantaneous normal interaction force basically 

is calculated as follows: 

𝐹𝑛
𝑡 = {

min(𝐹𝑛
𝑡−Δ𝑡 + 𝑘𝑢𝑙Δ𝑠𝑛, 𝑘𝑙𝑠𝑛) ,   Δ𝑠𝑛 ≥ 0

max(𝐹𝑛
𝑡−Δ𝑡 + 𝑘𝑢𝑙Δ𝑠𝑛) ,             Δ𝑠𝑛 < 0

 
(3) 

The model distinguishes between loading case (Δsn ≥ 0) and unloading case (Δsn < 0) where 

Δ𝑠𝑛 = (𝑠𝑛
𝑡 − 𝑠𝑛

𝑡−Δ𝑡) is the change in normal overlap between two time steps. Furthermore, it is 

distinguished between a loading and unloading normal contact stiffness kl and kul, respectively, 

which are related to each other by the coefficient of restitution e:   

𝑒 = −√𝑘𝑙 𝑘𝑢𝑙⁄   
(4) 



The contact stiffness for the loading case kl is calculated by material parameters: 

𝑘𝑙 =
𝐸1𝑑𝑝,1 ∙ 𝐸2𝑑𝑝,2

𝐸1𝑑𝑝,1 + 𝐸2𝑑𝑝,2
 

(5) 

Here, index “1,2” denote the two elements forming the considered contact, which might either be 

a particle-particle-contact or a particle-wall-contact. dp is the particle diameter and E is the 

Young´s Modulus of the contacting elements [37].  

The tangential interaction forces are calculated according to the following elastic-frictional 

force model: 

𝑭𝑡
𝑡 =

𝑭𝑡
𝑡

|𝑭𝑡
𝑡|

{
min(|𝑭𝑡

𝑡−Δ𝑡 + 𝑘𝑙Δ𝒔𝑡|, 𝜇𝑠𝐹𝑛
𝑡) ,   if no sliding occurs

min(|𝑭𝑡
𝑡−Δ𝑡 + 𝑘𝑙Δ𝒔𝑡|, 𝜇𝑑𝐹𝑛

𝑡) ,   if sliding occurs      
 

(6) 

As one can see from eq. (6) the tangential contact force 𝑭𝑡
𝑡 between two contacting elements 

evolves with the relative tangential displacement at the current time Δst. 

Sliding occurs, if 𝐹𝑡
𝑡 exceeds the limit of (𝜇𝑠 ∙ 𝐹𝑛

𝑡), with μs being the static friction coefficient. 

Once 𝐹𝑡
𝑡 falls below the value of (𝜇𝑑 ∙ 𝐹𝑛

𝑡), with μd being the dynamic friction coefficient. 

For a reduced computational expense we assume spherical particles in the simulations. 

Unfortunately, with this simplification the model loses its ability to predict the high resistance 

of non-spherical particles against a rolling motion. A common way to remedy this deficit is to 

introduce a resistive torque applied to contacting particles. The concept is known as “rolling 

friction” [38], and different classes of rolling friction models have been introduced. In this work 

we use an elastic-plastic spring dashpot model, commonly referred to as “Model C” [38], using 

a “rolling friction coefficient”, μr, as an input parameter. 

The resistive torque 𝑴𝑟
𝑡  (at time t) is defined as follows [37]:  

𝑴𝑟
𝑡 = min(|𝑴𝑟,𝑒

𝑡 |, 𝑀𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑚)
𝑴𝑟,𝑒

𝑡

|𝑴𝑟,𝑒
𝑡 |

  
(7) 

Mr,lim is a limiting value of the torque, depending on the normal force Fn, the rolling resistance 

(rolling friction) coefficient µr, and the rolling radius Rr: 

𝑀𝑟,𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 𝜇𝑟𝑅𝑟𝐹𝑛 
(8) 

In case of mono-sized, spherical particles the rolling radius is Rr = dp/2. The rolling friction 

parameter μr can be interpreted as the tangent of the maximum angle of a slope on which the 

rolling resistance moment counterbalances the moment produced by gravity in the particle. µr is 

usually calibrated from experimental data as shown in the following section. 

Below the limiting value Mr,lim, the resistive torque is allowed to vary continuously according to 

a linear elastic model: 

𝑴𝑟,𝑒
𝑡 = 𝑴𝑟

𝑡−Δ𝑡 − 𝑘𝑟𝝎𝑟𝑒𝑙Δ𝑡 
(9) 

𝑴𝑟
𝑡−Δ𝑡 is the resistive torque at the previous time step, ωrel is the relative angular velocity 

between the two contacting particles (wall and particle) and kr is the ‘rolling stiffness’: 

𝑘𝑟 = 𝑅𝑟
2𝑘𝑙 

(10) 



Due to the elastic part 𝑴𝑟,𝑒
𝑡  of the resistive torque, discontinuities as they occur in other rolling 

friction models are avoided [38]. 

3.2 Model parameterization 

The input parameters of the DEM-model include material parameters such as grain size and 

Young´s modulus as well as material interaction parameters like friction coefficients. According 

to the experimental setup described in section 2, the grain size is set to dp = 0.6 mm. The 

Young´s modulus of the particles is set to Ep = 10
6
 N/m² which is about three orders of 

magnitude lower than values of typical materials such as for example sand stone [39].  

Using a reduced Young’s modulus (reduced contact stiffness) is motivated by increasing the 

time step of the simulation which scales with the inverse square root of the contact stiffness 

(Δ𝑡 ~ 1/√𝑘𝑙 ) [37], leading to a substantial saving of computation time. This measure is very 

common in DEM models [40] and is justified as long as the normal overlap between particles is 

less than 1 % of the particle radius [26]. In the current case the maximum normal forces 

between particles are FN,max ≈ 0.001 N which leads to a normal overlap of 0.6 % of the particle 

radius (cf. eq. (3)). Furthermore, to ensure independence of the simulation results on the contact 

stiffness, a variation of the Young’s modulus was conducted (up to Ep = 10
8
 N/m²) and virtually 

no impact was found. 

In contrast to the contact stiffness, the friction parameters are expected to be a determining for 

the simulation results. Senetakis et al. [41] investigated the inter-particle coefficient of friction 

of Leighton Buzzard Sand. They found that the coefficient of dynamic friction and the 

coefficient of static friction are of very similar magnitude and measured values of 

μpp = 0.1…0.23. Following their results we set the friction coefficient between particles to 

μpp = 0.2. 

To deduce the rolling friction coefficient μr we perform a simple laboratory experiment and 

determine the angle of repose of quartz sand φr ≈ 34°. In order to reproduce this value in the 

simulations (with μpp = 0.2) a rolling friction coefficient of μr ≈ 0.3 has to be adjusted. 

The surface friction coefficient between the bulk material and the acrylic glass front wall (μfront) 

is an important input parameter for the simulation model and has is determined experimentally. 

We use an annular shear cell to measure the friction coefficient which is dependent of the 

normal stress between bulk and surface. We estimate the normal horizontal stress at the front 

wall of the mockup by applying the well-known model developed by Janssen (e.g. in [42]) and 

find the horizontal stress to be σh < 1500 Pa. The measured friction coefficient for this normal 

stress is μfront ≈ 0.5.  

The surface friction coefficient at the tube walls has to be estimated. Baumann et al. [30] 

measured wall friction coefficients of μw = 0.2…0.3 of granular materials on polished stainless 

steel. Compared to this, the steel tubes in our experimental setup have a relatively rough surface 

and we assign a higher value in our simulations of μw = 0.4. 

The model parameters are summarized in TABLE 1. 

TABLE 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

Particle diameter dp 0.6 mm 

Youngs modulus of particles Ep 10
6 

N/m² 

Surface friction coefficient front wall μfront 0.5 - 

Surface friction coefficient  rear wall μrear 0.0 - 



Friction coefficient between particles μpp 0.2 - 

Rolling friction coefficient μr 0.3 - 

Outlet velocity uref 4.0 mm/s 

 

3.3 Averaging procedure of simulation results 

An adapted post-processing of the DEM-simulation results allows a direct comparison with the 

results of the PIV-measurements. The DEM basically yields location and velocity of every 

single particle at a given time. To compare the DEM-simulation results to those of the PIV 

measurements we have to apply some averaging procedure in space and time to the DEM-

results. For this purpose locally fixed control volumes (CVs) have to be defined wherein the 

averaging is carried out.  

Lätzel [34] investigated two different averaging methods to compare their DEM simulations to 

experimental data of an annular shear cell. His basic averaging formalism for obtaining an 

averaged quantity Q inside a control volume V is 

𝑄 =
1

𝑉
∑ 𝑤𝑖

𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑄𝑖

𝑖 𝜖 𝑉

 , (11) 

with Vi being the particle volume and Qi being the considered quantity attributed to particle i. In 

case of the averaged velocity (Q = ux, Q = uy) the quantity is averaged based on the number of 

particles Ni inside the control volume: 

𝑄 =
1

𝑁𝑖
∑ 𝑤𝑖

𝑉𝑄𝑖

𝑖 𝜖 𝑉

  (12) 

The parameter 𝑤𝑖
𝑉 is the weight of the particles contribution to the average. In this work we use 

the simplest choice of 𝑤𝑖
𝑉 which is 

𝑤𝑖
𝑉 = {

1, if the center of the particle lies inside the CV
0, otherwise                                                                 

 . 
(13) 

Lätzel showed that the method is sufficiently precise as long as the diameter of the CV is greater 

than the particle diameter. Consequently, we choose the size of the CVs in such a way that this 

requirement is met.  

Two different arrangements of the CVs is used depending on the kind of velocity profiles to be 

analysed. For the evaluation of the horizontal velocity-profiles (FIGURE 4) and the contour 

plots (FIGURE 3), we arranged the DEM CVs similar to those in the PIV (rectangular CVs, 

Δx = 1.6, Δy = 1.6 mm, Δz = 0.6 mm). For the evaluation of the velocity at the tube surface 

(Fig. 4), we arranged them in circular layers around the tube and tangent to the tube surface 

(CV-size: 0.65 mm in radial, 1.6 mm in tangential direction, and 0.6 mm in axial direction).  

4 Comparison of simulation and experiment 

FIGURE 3 shows contour plots of the granular flow field obtained from the PIV measurement 

(left) and DEM simulation (right). The tube in experimental plot is located in the center of the 

mockup (see framed area in FIGURE 2 (middle)). 



While the simulated velocity profile is symmetric to the vertical center line of the tube the 

experimental profile is slightly asymmetric. Higher velocities are observed on the left half of the 

plot. There are several possible reasons for this imperfect velocity distribution: The tube chain 

conveyer which removes the granular material at the bottom of the test rig (cf. FIGURE 2) is a 

source of unevenness in the flow pattern. Additionally, the surface friction of the acrylic front 

wall might show slight variations influencing the observable flow. Furthermore, the free cross 

section of the mock-up slightly changes between two successive rows of tubes due to the 

alternating number of tubes per row and the guiding plates at the lateral sides of the mockup. 

Due to these disturbing effects, the flow profile is not completely even along the horizontal 

cross section of the mockup. 

 

FIGURE 3. Contour plots of granular flow speed. Left: PIV-measurement. Right: DEM-simulation 

A cone-shaped stagnant area forms above the tube wherein the flow speed is approximately 

zero. The stagnant zone is framed by areas of increased particle motion. A continuous transition 

from the static to the flowing regime is observed. Size and shape of the stagnant area is similar 

in simulation and experiment. Such stagnant zones have been reported in earlier studies [8] [7] 

[29]. They are of major importance for the design of moving bed heat exchangers as they 

hamper the heat transfer from the tube surface to the bulk. 

At the lateral sides of the tube the flow velocity increases due to the constriction of the flow 

cross section. Both plots coherently show the maximum flow speed to occur at y ≈ 5 mm which 

is slightly above the center point of the tube (y3 = 0). A velocity gradient is observed in radial 

direction at the tube surface.  

In the lower half of the tube we observe a thin layer of elevated velocity directly at the tube 

surface in the simulation. In the experiment this layer is not observed and the velocity at the 

tube surface is much lower. This deviation is attributed to the formation of a void area below the 

tube and will be addressed in more detail in the following section.  

FIGURE 4 (a) shows the horizontal velocity profiles of simulation and experiment in the upper 

half and above of the tube (y4, y5 and y6). Velocities close to zero are observed in the center of 

the plot where the horizontal profiles intersect the tube (y4) and the stagnant area above the tube 



(y5, y6). At the sides of the plot the velocity increases as the horizontal planes reach into the area 

of increased particle motion. 

On the right hand side and in the center of FIGURE 4 (a), simulation and experiment agree well 

with each other. On the left hand side of the plot (left hand side of the tube) we observe 

deviations on planes y6 and y5 in the range of -14 mm ≲ x ≲ -7 mm. In this x-range the transition 

from the stagnant to the flowing regime takes place. Due to the horizontal asymmetry in the 

experimental data, the transition on the left hand side is more distinct than on the right.  

 

FIGURE 4. Horizontal velocity profiles at different heights (see FIGURE 3). (a) Upper half and 

above the tube. (b) Lower half and below the tube. Solid lines: PIV-Measurement. Dotted lines: 

DEM-simulation. 

FIGURE 4 (b) shows the horizontal velocity profiles of simulation and experiment in the lower 

half and below of the tube (y1, y2 and y3). Planes y3 and y2 intersect the tube and show a jump of 

the flow speed at the tube surface. Plane y1 is located below the tube. 

Plane y3 again displays the asymmetry of the experimental profile we already mentioned. As a 

consequence the simulation agrees better on the left than on the right hand of the plot.  

(a) 

(b) 



Plane y2 intersects the tube surface at x ≈ ±9 mm which is obvious by the jump in flow speed in 

both plots. At a greater (horizontal) distance from the tube surface (|x| > 16 mm) simulation and 

experiment yield similar velocity magnitudes. Directly at the surface, however, the flow speed 

in the simulation is about twice as high as in the experiment. These deviations occur on both 

sides of the tube and cannot be attributed to the asymmetry of the experimental flow profile. 

They have already been noticed in the contour plots in FIGURE 3 where we observed a thin 

layer of elevated flow speed in the lower half of the tube in the simulation but not in the 

experiment. The reason for the deviation deserves further discussion and will be addressed in 

detail in the following section. 

Plane y1 shows a relatively even profile. Both, simulation and experiment, show a small dip in 

the profile in the center of the plot where the flows from both sides merge below the tube. 

The results presented in this section can be summarized as follows: 

Deviations between simulation and experiment are primarily attributed to the asymmetry of the 

measured flow field. As a consequence maximum deviations of up to 60 % of the reference 

velocity (|Δu|/uref < 0.6) are observed, but only in specific areas (especially y5 (left) and y6 

(left)).  

Furthermore, deviations between simulation and experiment are observed in a very narrow 

region below the tube where the simulation yields much higher velocity magnitudes than the 

experiment due to the formation of a void area. 

In the rest of the flow field simulation and experiment agree well with each other and the 

absolute deviations are less than 15 % of the reference velocity (|Δu|/uref < 0.15) 

4.1 Velocity profile at the tube surface 

In this section we compare simulation and experiment based on the velocity profile along the 

tube surface. The flow pattern close to the tube surface is of major importance for the heat 

transfer from the tube surface to the bulk.  

FIGURE 5 (left) shows the velocity profiles of PIV measurement and DEM simulation along 

the entire circumference of the tube. The plots denoted by “PIV1.5” and “DEM1.5” are profiles at 

a distance of 1.5 particle diameters (≈ 0.9 mm) from the tube surface. This is the data closest to 

the surface we get from the PIV analysis. In addition a third plot is given (“DEM4”) which 

shows the velocity profile along the tube surface at a distance of four particle diameters 

(≈ 2.4 mm) from the tube wall. 

 

FIGURE 5. Left: Flow speed along the tube surface. DEM1.5 and DEM4: velocity profiles from 

simulation at a distance of 1.5 and 4 particle diameters from the tube surface. PIV1.5: velocity 

profile from measurement at a distance of 1.5 particle diameters from the tube surface. Right: 

Schematic of the flow pattern below the tube including the velocity gradient at the flanks of the 

void area. 

The stagnant area is located around the tube vertex and we find the flow speed to be close to 

zero in the range of ω ≲ 50° and 310° ≲ ω in all three plots. However, the measurement shows 

slight motion also in the stagnant area (u ≈ 0.07∙uref) whereas in the simulation the flow is 



virtually at rest (u ≈ 0.005∙uref). At ω ≈ ± 50° from the tube vertex the velocity rises and reaches 

a maximum at ω ≈ 90° (ω ≈ 270°). To this point, simulation and experiment (DEM1.5 and 

PIV1.5) deviate by less than 10 % of the reference velocity (|Δu|/uref < 0.1) 

In the lower half of the tube (90° < ω < 180°) the plot of DEM1.5 differs significantly from the 

measured profile PIV1.5. The flow speed remains at a high level until it drops to zero at 

ω ≈ 160°. In contrast to that, the experimental profile displays a continuous decrease of flow 

speed until a minimum of 0.5∙uref is reached directly below the tube. This resembles very much 

the simulation profile DEM4 at a greater distance from the wall. 

These deviations in the lower part of the tube have already been observed in the previous 

section (cf. y2 in FIGURE 4 (b)) and are explained as follows: Below the tube a void zone forms 

as illustrated in FIGURE 5 (right). In the range of 160° < ω < 200° no particles are found at the 

tube surface and hence the velocity is zero. In the range of 120° < ω < 160° (200° < ω < 240°) 

the particles gradually lose touch with the tube surface before the actual void area is formed. As 

a consequence the decelerating impact of the wall friction decreases and the particles start to 

accelerate along the slope. 

The void area as well is visible in the experimental setup and we also observe particles moving 

down the slope very fast in the raw measurement data (raw images, see FIGURE 6).  

 

FIGURE 6. Example of two (successive) raw images used for PIV-measurement. 

 

However, the subsequent PIV analysis doesn´t capture the effects due to the following reasons: 



 In a control volume which is being intersected by the flanks of the void zone the PIV 

yields an average velocity of the “zero-velocity” of the void and the elevated flow speed 

of the particles. In contrast to that, the simulation results are averaged based on the 

particle number (cf. eq. (12)). Therefore, the PIV yields lower velocities than the 

simulation at the edges of the void area. 

 The camera partly looks into the geometry (void area) and “sees” also particles in the 

background which may also move into or out of the image plane. 

 Light exposure is poor in this area which makes it difficult to identify recurring patterns 

in a pair of images.  

 The flow is very unsteady at the flanks of the void area – at one time the flanks are 

static, at another particles move down (avalanche-like) very fast. In the latter case, some 

particles even appear only on one image and disappear on the next or at least cross more 

than one CV in one time step. 

Due to these effects the measurement doesn’t capture the elevated velocities and the void zone 

below the tubes. Thus the model cannot be validated in this region. For comparison, FIGURE 7 

shows an exemplary particle assembly obtained from the DEM simulation. 

 

FIGURE 7. Exemplary particle assembly from DEM-simulation. Particle color according to their 

translational velocity. Left: Void area below the tube. 

 

The comparison of the simulated and the measured velocity profile at the tube surface leads to 

the following conclusion: 

In the angular range of 0° < ω < 120° (240° < ω < 360°) the absolute deviations of simulation 

and experiment are u/uref < 10 %. They coherently yield a stagnant area (u ≈ 0) in the range of 

ω < 50° (ω > 210°) and a maximum of flow velocity at ω ≈ 90°. 

In the range of 120° < ω < 240° significant deviations between simulation and experiment are 

observed directly at the tube surface due to the formation of a void area. The deviations 

diminish with increasing distance from the tube surface. At a distance of four particle diameters 

the absolute deviations are u/uref < 10 %. 



4.2 Influence of the front wall on the flow pattern 

Many researchers have found granular materials to move as a “plug-flow” in different 

experimental setups in the past (e.g. [9] [43] [11]). In case of a plug-flow the velocity of the 

flow is assumed to be constant across the flow cross-section. Applying this assumption in the 

direction of the tubes axes, i.e. z-direction, suggests that the flow profile inside the bulk – 

virtually inaccessible for measurements – should be the same as the one directly visible from the 

acrylic glass front.  

To check whether this assumption holds true for the case at hand we now use the validated 

DEM model to predict the inner flow field. FIGURE 8 shows two contour plots: The plot on the 

left corresponds to the simulation data presented in the preceding sections and displays the flow 

at a front wall with μfront = 0.5. The plot on the right displays the flow inside the bulk excluding 

the effect of confining walls (μfront = 0.0).  

 

FIGURE 8. Contour plots of granular flow speed obtained from DEM simulations. Left: Flow at 

the front wall taking wall friction into account (μwall = 0.5). Right: Flow inside the bulk.  

At the front wall the flow is considerably slower and the “static area” above the tube is much 

bigger than inside the bulk. The influence of the void area, leading to elevated flow speeds 

below the tube, increases inside the bulk. Thus, the plug-flow assumption is not valid in the 

considered case. Furthermore, the influence of the front wall is well captured by including the 

measured friction coefficient in the model. 

FIGURE 9 shows velocity profiles perpendicular to the transparent front wall at different 

position A-F as marked in FIGURE 8. At a distance of 15 particle diameters (9 mm), the 

profiles A-E reach 97 % of the maximum velocity (of the corresponding profile). For profile F, 

which is located inside the stagnant zone, it is 90 % of the maximum velocity. Thus, for the heat 

transfer in engineering scale devices the impact of the wall should be negligible. 



 

FIGURE 9. Velocity profiles in z-direction (perpendicular to the transparent front wall). The 

locations A-F are marked in FIGURE 8. 

5 Summary and conclusions 

Granular materials exhibit several beneficial properties with respect to application as heat 

transfer fluid in solar thermal power plants. To this end, particle heat exchangers are needed to 

efficiently discharge thermal energy from hot bulk materials. Moving bed heat exchangers are a 

favorable design option in this application. However, the complex nature of the dense granular 

flow in such heat exchangers calls for new design tools to precisely calculate the thermal 

performance of the device.  

In this study we introduce a numerical model utilizing the discrete element method (DEM) to 

calculate the (isothermal) granular flow around the horizontally arranged tubes in a moving bed 

heat exchanger. The simulations are compared to experimental data obtained from PIV 

measurements. 

We compare simulation and experiment by means of velocity profiles along horizontal section 

planes and the velocity profile along the surface of the tube. Simulation and experiment show 

good agreement with deviations below 15 % of the reference velocity (|Δu|/uref < 0.15) in the 

upper part of the tube (up to a position angle of ω ≈ 120°). Only in specific areas increased 

deviations (|Δu|/uref < 0.6) are observed due to disturbing effects in the measurement data. 

In the lower part of the tube directly at the tube surface, the model yields elevated velocities 

which are not observed in the measurements (|Δu|/uref ≈ 1.0). These elevated velocities originate 

from the formation of a void zone below the tubes. Although the void zone and also particles 

with elevated velocity are also visible in the raw images of the measurement, the effects are not 

captured by the PIV analysis due to disturbing effects in the measurement setup, the highly 

dynamic flow pattern, and the inherent nature of PIV technique. This suggests that the 

simulation results in this area are qualitatively correct but a validation of the model in this 

region based on the current experimental data is not possible.   

In a further step we use the validated model to assess the granular flow inside the bulk which 

cannot directly be inspected with measurements. It turns out that the plug-flow assumption does 

not hold true for the investigated geometry and that the flow pattern inside the bulk differs 

significantly from the one at the front wall which is accessible for measurement. Therefore, the 

developed model gives fundamental insight into the phenomena that determine the thermal 

performance of MBHE. It may be used in future works to investigate the dependence of the 

granular flow field on different influencing parameters such as the tube arrangement or the 

friction coefficients between particles and thus aiding to further promote the cost-efficiency 

such heat exchangers.  
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